Chinaccelerator backs 10 companies in its 19th
cohort, betting on FemTech, SaaS, Creator
Economy, AI & NFT
Chinaccelerator, SOSV’s Shanghai-based startup accelerator, is set to graduate its 19th
cohort on its Demo Day on June 2nd, 2021. With a major focus on cross-border Internet
in Asia, Chinaccelerator has so far invested in and accelerated over 170 startups and is
the first and only active accelerator in Asia to have a unicorn, Bitmex from Batch 8 (Fall
2015), go through its program.
The 19th cohort of 10 early-stage startups are headquartered in India, United States,
Russia, South Korea, China, Canada, London, Singapore, and Indonesia, and leading
the next waves of developments in FemTech, SaaS, Martech, creator economy,
PropTech, Computer Vision, blockchain and more.
These startups include some who are already profitable with over 1.5 million global MAUs,
have achieved 3x growth of revenue in less than 3 months, and working with over 1,000
global brands as their clients. Chinaccelerator has supported the startups with business
strategy, growth hacking, business development, building traction in a scalable way, as
well as fundraising.
Chinaccelerator’s Partner and Managing Director Oscar Ramos says, “Digital
transformation has been a buzzword for a few years, but not everyone manages to walk
the talk. As more organizations realize that and take options, more interesting
opportunities are opening up for startups that are transforming the world and enabling
change. We are very excited about the current batch that shows examples across multiple
industries and involves SMEs, large companies and individuals.”

About Chinaccelerator:
Chinaccelerator, Asia’s leading startup accelerator, is a mentorship-driven program
helping enterprise software startups from around the world enter Asia selling to a network
of over 200 multinational corporate partners, and global startups enter China and local
Chinese startups expand to global markets. It is operated by the venture fund SOSV with
$855M+ AUM operating five global accelerators. Chinaccelerator offers three months of
rigorous guidance, training and resources from mentors, partners and investors. The
robust and supportive alumni network continues beyond the Chinaccelerator program.
www.chinaccelerator.com
- General Partner at SOSV, Managing Director at Chinaccelerator, William Bao Bean
- Partner & Managing Director at Chinaccelerator, Oscar Ramos

Our Batch 19 Companies
AMMA Pregnancy Tracker (Russia, Hong Kong)
#Babycare #HealthTech #MobileOnly
AI-powered mobile app that guides parents from pregnancy through early childhood.
ARO (US, China)
#SocialCommerce #Entertainment #CelebrityBrandManagement
Helping global celebrities sell their branded products directly to consumers in China.
Bizbaz (Southeast Asia)
#Fintech #CreditScoring #FinancialInclusion
Comprehensive credit scoring for unbanked and underbanked using social and health
factors.

Data Forge (US, EU, China)
#AI #MachineVision #DataLabeling #SaaS
Image annotation platform for training AI data models with high accuracy and low cost
GetCraft (Southeast Asia)
#DigitalMarketing #CloudAgency #Marketplace
Platform bringing the best advertising talent together on the fly for brand and agency
campaigns across Southeast Asia.

HuviAir (India)
#SaaS #PropTech #ComputerVision
Mining and construction site productivity tracking and enhancement in the cloud using
drones, laser scanners, 360 cameras, and smartphones.
Lattis.io (US, EU)
#VehicleSharing #FleetManagement #MicroMobility
End-to-end micromobility management platform for bike, scooter, and vehicle fleet
operators to create a cost-effective and secure shared vehicle service.
Lucidefi (Korea)
#DeFi #Data #Trading #Blockchain #AI #Fintech
DeFi trading terminal with AI-based prediction models helping traders make intelligent
trading decisions in real-time.

PouchNation (Southeast Asia)
#SaaS #Wearables #Fintech #Hospitality&Event
Asia's leading hotel and event management and mobile payment solution, empowering
hotels and event organizers with wearable technology.
SuperWorld (US)
#NFTs #Metaverse #VR #AR #Blockchain #Brands
Virtual world where users can buy, sell, create, and monetize tokenized assets (NFTs)
from virtual land to digital art.

